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Instruments Laboratory
Acrilic Instruments

ERGO ACRYL INSTRUMENT - RENFERT
ERGO ACRYL INSTRUMENT - RENFERT

Function & Performance
Double-sided modelling instruments ideal for acrylic facings.

Advantages

*  Three individual flexible blades, 0.2 mm thick.
*  Flexible blades are secured to the instrument handle by a
threaded connection and can be easily exchanged, as
required.
*  Ideal for applying and modelling modern facing acrylics.

WAX INSTRUMENTS

Code Name Price +
023-1052-1000 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments (3 Pcs)-Set - # 1052-1000 # 10521000... US$ 115.50 +Info

023-1052-1100 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments #1-Each-# 1052-1100 # 10521100  ... US$ 34.06 +Info

023-1052-1200 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instrumentst #2-Each-# 1052-1200 # 10521200  ... US$ 34.06 +Info

023-1052-1300 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments #3-Each-# 1052-1300 # 10521300  ... US$ 34.06 +Info

WAX SPARE BLADE

Code Name Price +
023-1052-1110 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments Spare Blade tip #I1-2 Pcs-# 1052-111... US$ 26.46 +Info

023-1052-1210 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments Spare Blade tip #2-2 Pcs-# 1052-1210... US$ 26.46 +Info

023-1052-1310 RENFERT - ERGO Acryl Greenstein Instruments Spare Blade tip #3-2 Pcs-# 1052-1310... US$ 26.46 +Info

RENFERT - 023-1030-1000 MULTIPURPOSE
Instrument-Each
RENFERT - Multipurpose instrument 
Acrylic Instrument
# 023-1030-1000 - Mfg # 10301000

Function & Performance
High quality instrument with tension adjustor and 5 different
inserts for use within various dental technology applications.

US$ 33.33
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Advantages
*  Blade change within seconds.
*  Super-thin blades for separating porcelain.
*  Light instrument with non-slip grip.

Scope of Delivery
1 handle and each 1 blade no. 10300100, 10500100 and 10500600

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT dealer in US.

Instruments Laboratory

Calipers for alloy and wax

ECCO - 100584 Analogic Caliper
ECCO - Analogic Caliper Dial- [K#1210005] ideal for alloys - alumina copinas and
zirconia structures - Calibre analogico - Ideal para ajustes de mucha precision -  
#513-30ECCO - Analogic Caliper Dial
Calipers For Alloy And Wax
# 100584 - Mfg # 1210005

 

Feature
*    Ideal for adjusting a lot of precision.
*    Ideal for alloys
*    Alumina copinas and zirconia structures

US$ 28.00

ECCO - 100560 CALIPER FOR METAL
ECCO - Caliper For Metal - Calibre Metal [ calibrador de  o
para metales calibre ] calibre para metalECCO - Caliper For
Metal
Calipers For Alloy And Wax
# 100560

US$ 9.11
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ECCO - 100559 Caliper For Wax
ECCO - Caliper For Wax- Calibre ceraECCO - Caliper For
Wax
Calipers For Alloy And Wax
# 100559

US$ 9.91

RENFERT - 100560-1 Caliper For Wax
RENFERT - Caliper For Wax  
Calipers for alloy and wax
# 100560-1 -  Mfg # 11190000

Function & Performance
Precision instrument which can be read from both sides.

Advantages
* Rust-proof special Steel
* Slender measuring tips
* Reading accuracy of up to 0.1 mm and measuring range of 0 to 10 mm.

Scope of Delivery
Calliper, 1 piece

US$ 26.35

ECCO - 114367 CROWN GAUGE 2 SIDE SCALE
ECCO - Metal Caliper or Crown Gauge Improved Model with 2 Side Scale made in
germany #46-445  [ calibrador de  o para metales calibre ] calibre de metal para
coronaECCO - Metal Caliper or Crown Gauge Improved Model with 2 Side
Scale
Calipers for alloy and wax
# 114367 - Mfg # 46-445 

US$ 8.69

ECCO - 100795 ECCO Digital thickness gage
ECCO - Digital thickness gage for alloys- alumina and zirconia copins.
[especimetro digital caliper ]ECCO - Digital Thinckness Gage
Calipers For Alloy And Wax
# 100795

 

US$ 129.77
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Feature
Alumina and zirconia copins

RENFERT - 113832 Measure Calipretto S Ea
RENFERT - Calipretto S - Precision Measuring
Instrument
Calipers for alloy and wax
# 113832 - Mfg # 11221000

Function & Performance
Measuring system for precise wall thickness of dental
objects.

Advantages
* Interchangeable special tips.
* Standard tips: all-purpose use within normal space
conditions.
* Modified tips: specifically for use in slender anterior
crowns.

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT
Dealer in US.

US$ 172.94

METAL CALIPERS - DOUBLE SIDED -
 KEYSTONE
DOUBLE SIDED METAL CALIPERS - KEYSTONE

Features:

These double sided metal calipers are a perfect
calibration instrument for metal or wax. Metal and wax
instruments sold separately.

 

Code Name Price +
034-1210060 KEYSTONE - Caliper For Wax ( Iwansson/Double - Sided ) K# 1210060 Calibre para C... US$ 59.78 +Info

034-1210040 KEYSTONE - Caliper For Wax (Double-Sided) Calibre cera  calibre para cera US$ 39.45 +Info

034-1210030 KEYSTONE - Caliper For Metal ( Double - Sided ) Calibre K# 1210030 ... US$ 20.13 +Info
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Instruments Laboratory

Composite Instruments

SMILE LINE - 123697 Compo Rubber #1
SMILE LINE - Compo rubber #1 mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-R1SMILE LINE 
Compo Rubber #1 Mouted
# 123697 

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-R1

US$ 65.28

SMILE LINE - 123698 Compo Rubber #2
SMILE LINE - Compo rubber #2 mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-R2SMILE LINE 
Compo Rubber #2 Mounted
# 123698 

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-R2

US$ 65.28

SMILE LINE - 123581 Composite Instument Set
SMILE LINE - Composite instrument set - 14070SMILE LINE - Composite instrument set 
# 123581  Mfg # 14070

Details

US$ 274.22
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Composites Instrument Set in black magnetic carrying case. 

Composites Instrument Set includes:
 4000-AH-S1, 4000-AH-S2, 4000-AH-S3, 4000-AH-R1, 4000-AH-R2, 4000-A (2pcs),

 

SMILE LINE - 123699 Compo Spatula #1
SMILE LINE - Compo spatula #1 mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-S1SMILE LINE 
Compo Spatula #1 Mounted
# 123699 

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-S1

US$ 65.28

SMILE LINE - 123700 Compo Spatula #2
SMILE LINE - Compo spatula #2 mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-S2SMILE LINE 
Compo Spatula #2 Mounted
# 123670

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Mounted on  4000-AH - 4010-S2

US$ 65.28
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SMILE LINE - 123701 Compo Spatula #3
SMILE LINE - Compo spatula #3 mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-S3SMILE LINE 
Compo Spatula #3 Mounted
# 123701

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Mounted on 4000-AH - 4010-S3

US$ 65.28

SMILE LINE - 123654 Composite Rubber module #1
SMILE LINE - Composite rubber module #1 - Chisel - 4000-R1SMILE LINE
 Composite Rubber Module #1 Chisel
# 123654 - Mfg # 4000-R1

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123655 Composite Rubber module #2
SMILE LINE - Composite rubber module #2 - Cone - 4000-R2SMILE LINE  Composite Rubber
Module #2
# 123655 - Mfg # 4000-R2

US$ 43.28
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Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making and all tips
are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you a new feeling, synonymous with
smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood
or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123657 Composite Spatula module #1
SMILE LINE - Composite spatula module #1 - 4000-S1SMILE LINE
 Composite Spatula Module #1
# 123657 - Mfg # 4000-S1

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123658 Composite Spatula module #2
SMILE LINE - Composite spatula module #2 - 4000-S2SMILE LINE  Composite
Spatula Module
# 123658 - Mfg # 4000-S2

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you

US$ 43.28
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a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood
or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123659 Composite Spatula module #3
SMILE LINE - Composite spatula module #3 - 4000-S3SMILE LINE  Composite
Spatula Module #3
# 123659 - Mfg # 4000-S3

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

FLEXI TIPS - ECCO
FLEXI TIPS - ECCO

The Flexi Tips is composed of composite instruments which
make easy to work on oclussal anatomy. There are also
good for labs and clinic.

Description:
* Non sticky
* Pre- formed anatomical angles 
* 5 per pack 
* White or Black
* Autoclavable

BLACK
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Code Name Price +
F521-1 ECCO - Flexi-Tips Set of 5 Black Medium for Resins ( Silicone composite Instrume... US$ 42.43 +Info

100500 ECCO Flexi-Tips Set of 5 Black Small for Resins ( Silicone composite Instrument ... US$ 38.77 +Info

WHITE

Code Name Price +
100511 ECCO - Flexi-Tips - 5pk - White Medium for Resins ( Silicone composite Instrumen... US$ 40.86 +Info

100509 ECCO - Flexi-Tips - 5pk - White Small for Resins ( Silicone composite Instrument... US$ 38.77 +Info

FLEXI-TIPS COMPOSITE INSTRUMENTS - A
DS
FLEXI-TIPS - ADS

 

Features:

 

* Specially designed for sticky composite resins, acrylics, epoxies,
sealants, lubricants and waxes
* Have a true non-stick surface, flexible enough to produce fluid
shapes but firm enough to compact and condense viscous
composite material
* The key to their performance is the solid, flexible silicone tip
* 5 unique tip shapes
* Materials can be picked-up, applied, condensed, carved,
blended, smoothed and textured effortlessly
* Angle Chisel for applying stains & internal stria
* Flat Chisel for bending layers & shaping surfaces
* Cup Chisel for modeling occlusal surfaces
* Cup Round for modeling cervical areas
* Taper Point ideal for occlusal
* Allows each layer of composite material to be firmly compacted
and smoothed into the previous layer
* Easily polish and create a beautiful, dense restoration with no
visible joints or voids
* Have been evaluated and approved by the leading
manufacturers of composite restorative materials
* Stiffer and more durable than brushes
* Faster and easier than rigid instruments

  ASSORTED PACKAGE 

Code Name Price +
118034 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 ASSORTED size 0 pkg ( 5 ) - # F 531-2 US$ 37.85 +Info
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118017 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 ASSORTED size 2 pkg ( 5 ) - # F 511-2 US$ 44.16 +Info

118045 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 ASSORTED SIZE 0 pkg ( 5 ) - # F541-1 US$ 44.16 +Info

118028 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 ASSORTED size 2 pkg ( 5 ) - # F521-1 US$ 50.49 +Info

 BLACK 0 SMALL

Code Name Price +
118055 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 EX.FIRM ANGLE CHISEL- 1 pc. - # F541-61 US$ 9.34 +Info

118054 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 XTR FIRM FLAT CHISEL- 1 pc. - # F541-51 US$ 9.34 +Info

118052 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 EX.FIRM CUP ROUND- 1 pc. - # F541-31 US$ 9.34 +Info

118053 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 XTR FIRM - TAPER POINT- 1 pc. - # F541-41 US$ 9.34 +Info

118051 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 CUP CHISEL- 1 pc. - # F541-21 US$ 9.34 +Info

118050 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 ANGLE CHISEL 3 tips/pkg - # F541-6 US$ 31.52 +Info

118049 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 FLAT CHISEL 3 tips/pkg - # F541-5 US$ 31.52 +Info

118047 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 CUP ROUND 3 tips/pkg - # F541-3 US$ 31.52 +Info

118048 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 TAPER POINT 3 tips/pkg - # F541-4 US$ 31.52 +Info

118046 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 0 CUP CHISEL 3 tips/pkg. - # F541-2 US$ 31.52 +Info

 BLACK 2 LARGE

Code Name Price +
118033 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 ANGLE CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F521-6 US$ 35.33 +Info

118029 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 CUP CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F521-2 US$ 35.33 +Info

118030 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 CUP ROUND size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F521-3 US$ 35.33 +Info

118032 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 FLAT CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F521-5 US$ 35.33 +Info

118031 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS Black 2 TAPER POINT size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F521-4 US$ 33.64 +Info

 WHITE 0 SMALL

Code Name Price +
118044 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 ANGLE CHISEL size 0- 1 pc - # F 541-1 US$ 9.34 +Info

118043 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 FLAT CHISEL size 0- 1 pc - # F 531-61 US$ 9.34 +Info

118040 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 CUP CHISEL size 0- 1 pc - # F 531-31 US$ 9.34 +Info

118042 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 TAPER POINT size 0- 1 pc. - # F 531-51 US$ 9.34 +Info

118041 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 CUP ROUND size 0- 1 pc - # F 531-41 US$ 9.34 +Info

118037 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 TAPER POINT size 0- 3 pc same shape - # F 531-5 US$ 27.74 +Info

118038 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 FLAT CHISEL size 0- 3 pc same shape - # F 531-6 US$ 27.74 +Info

118039 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 ANGLE CHISEL size 0- 3 pc same shape - # F 531-21 US$ 27.74 +Info

118035 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 CUP CHISEL size 0- 3 pc same shape - # F 531-3 US$ 27.74 +Info

118036 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 0 CUP ROUND size 0- 3 pc same shape - # F 531-4 US$ 27.74 +Info

 WHITE 2 LARGE

Code Name Price +
118027 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 ANGLE CHISEL size 2- 1 pc - # F 521-1 US$ 9.22 +Info

118026 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 FLAT CHISEL size 2- 1 pc - # F 511-61 US$ 9.22 +Info

118025 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 TAPER POINT size 2- 1 pc - # F 511-51 US$ 9.22 +Info

118024 ADS DENTAL - Flexi - Tip White 2 CUP ROUND size 2- 1 pc - # F511-31 US$ 9.22 +Info
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118023 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 CUP CHISEL size 2- 1 pc - # F 511-31 US$ 9.22 +Info

118021 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 FLAT CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F 511-6 US$ 31.52 +Info

118022 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 ANGLE CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F 511-21 US$ 31.52 +Info

118019 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 CUP ROUND size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F 511-4 US$ 31.52 +Info

118020 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 TAPER POINT size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F 511-5 US$ 31.52 +Info

118018 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS White 2 CUP CHISEL size 2- 3 pc same shape - # F 511-3 US$ 31.52 +Info

DOUBLE ENDED 

Code Name Price +
118066 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS & Brush SABLE HAIR - KOLINSKY 3 cup chisel - # F580-4 US$ 50.49 +Info

118065 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS & Brush SABLE HAIR - KOLINSKY 3 flat chisel - # F580-3 US$ 50.49 +Info

118064 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS & Brush SABLE HAIR - KOLINSKY 3 taper point - # F580-2 US$ 50.49 +Info

118063 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS & Brush SABLE HAIR - KOLINSKY Assort ( 3 pk ) - # F580-1 US$ 50.49 +Info

REFILL

Code Name Price +
118062 ADS DENTAL - Flexi Tips refill tips pkg of 5 asstind - # F571-3 US$ 16.64 +Info

118061 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS refill tips pkg of 10 asstind - # F571-2 US$ 29.96 +Info

118060 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS refill lips pkg of 20 asstind - # F571-1 US$ 44.17 +Info

METAL-TIPS COMPOSITE - ADS
METAL-TIPS COMPOSITE - ADS

* Specially designed for sticky composite resins, acrylics,
epoxies, sealants, lubricants, and waxes.
* Non-stick Flexi-Tips have a true non-stick surface, flexible
enough to produce fluid shapes but firm enough to compact
and condense viscous composite material.
* Solid, flexible silicone tip.
* 5 unique tip shapes: Materials can be picked-up, applied,
condensed, carved, blended, smoothed and textured,
effortlessly. 
* Angel Chisel- for applying stains & internal stria.
* Flat Chisel- for bending layers & shaping surfaces
* Cup Chisel- for modeling occlusal surfaces
* Cup Round- for modeling cervical areas
* Taper Point- ideal for occlusal shaping
* Flexi-Tips allows each layer of composite material to be
firmly compacted and smoothed into the previous layer.
* Easily polish and create a beautiful, dense restoration with
no visible joints or voids. 
* Flexi-Tips have been evaluated and approved by the
leading manufacturers of composite restorative materials.
* Stiffer and more durable than brushes.
* Faster and easier than rigid instruments.
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Code Name Price +
118058 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS 1 Metal Instru. & 5 tips kit - # F551-1DEMO US$ 29.98 +Info

118059 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS 1 Metal instru & 10 tips kit - # F561-1 US$ 35.97 +Info

118056 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS 2 Metal instru.& 10 tips kit - # F551-1 US$ 63.13 +Info

118057 ADS DENTAL - FLEXI-TIPS 2 Metal instru & 20 tips kit - # F551-2 US$ 77.43 +Info

Instruments Laboratory

Crown Holders

  KERAMOGRIP - RENFERT
KERAMOGRIP - RENFERT

Function & Performance
Holders for crowns and bridges during porcelain or acrylic work.

Advantages
* Replaceable, fine diamond tips.
* Elliptical shaped tips suitable for small crowns.
* Finely graduated gripping ratchet.

Code Name Price +
023-1109-0300 RENFERT - Keramogrip Tweezers-Curved Crown Holder Scissor type- # 1109-0300 # 11... US$ 91.76 +Info

MPF - 123937 Crown & Veneer Holder KIT
MPF Brush Co - Crown & Veneer Holder Complete Kit
Crown Holders
# 123937 - Mfg # 152-0000

MPF Brush Co - Assistive tool to safely hold crowns in
place while working, without chipping or marking.
Kit Includes:
* One 4  3mm handle
* One 2  1mm handle
* 1 pack White
* Gum Material and 1 pack Black Gum Material.

US$ 105.00
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ECCO - 101749 Crown Master Plier ea
ECCO - Crown Master Holder - No more finger burning !! light weight -
Autoclavable - Fiber glass material allows you to shape the tip according with your
needs - Ideal for holding crowns and bridges - Being heat and bend resistant - it
makes it possible to work on the entire occlusal surface and allows for exact
smoothing - finishing - and polishing of all crown surfaces - It prevents accidental
injury from flying objects - burns and cuts to the fingers while adjusting - It
eliminates the stress of losing a crown just beore cementation -ECCO - Crown
Master Holder
Crown Holders
# 101749

Features:
The CROWN MASTERS light weight
The Crown Master holder is Ideal for holding crowns and bridges. 
As the Crown Master Holder is heat and bend resistant it makes 
it possible to work on the entire occlusal surface and allows for 
exact smoothing, finishing  and polishing of all crown surfaces.
It prevents accidental injury from flying objects, burns and cuts 
to the fingers while adjustin It eliminates the stress of losing a 
crown just beore cementation.

* Autoclavable
* Fiber glass material allows you to shape the tip according with your needs

 

US$ 44.10

HEMOSTAT - KEYSTONE
HEMOSTAT - KEYSTONE

We sell several different types of hemostats to fit all needs.

Available sizes and styles: 

*  Mosquito 4.5in Straight
*  Mosquito 4.5in Curved 
*  Kelly 5.5in Straight
*  Kelly 5.5in Curved

KELLY

Code Name Price +
034-1460030 KEYSTONE Hemostat - Kelly Straigh 5.5in K# 1460030 pinza kelly recta 13 cm US$ 13.02 +Info
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034-1460040 KEYSTONE - 981 Hemostat - Kelly 5.5in Curved - Crved Crown holder for fixed prot... US$ 13.02 +Info

MOSQUITO

Code Name Price +
034-1460010 KEYSTONE - 980 Hemostat - Mosquito 4.5in Straight. K# 1460010 pinza mosquito der... US$ 13.02 +Info

034-1460020 KEYSTONE - 980 Hemostat - Mosquito 4.5in Curved - Curved crown holder for fixed ... US$ 13.02 +Info

RENFERT - 113827 Jacketgrip tweezers Ea
RENFERT - Tweezers Jacketgrip Curved
Crown Holders
# 113827 - Mfg # 11050300

The Classical Holding Instrument

Function & Performance:
* Tweezers for a secure hold on crowns and bridges.

Advantages:
* Replaceable, fine diamond tips.
* Elliptical shaped tips suitable for small crowns.
* Infinitely adjustable with the thumb screw.

Key functions:
* Replaceable, fine diamond tips
* Elliptical shaped tips
* Suitable for small crowns
* No damage to the marginal edges
* Infinitely adjustable with the thumb screw
* Spring tension prevents overload

Scope of Delivery:
* Jacketgrip, curved

US DENTAL DEPOT Is An Authorized RENFERT Dealer
In Us

US$ 48.36

ECCO - 100146 Scissor Type Crown Holder
ECCO - Scissor type Crown Holder Curved - ( Keramogrip
Type ) German-made stainless steel - Interchangeable
diamond tips - [ fg type ][K#1620046]  - Puntas de
Diamante intercambiabloes -  [sisor tijera  ]ECCO -
Scissor Type Crown Holder Curved 
Crown Holders
# 100146 - Mfg # 1620046

 

US$ 30.91
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Feature
Interchangeable diamond tips - Keramogrip Type

Material: German stainless steel

KEYSTONE - 034-1620045 Tweezer type
Crown Holder
KEYSTONE - Tweezer Type Crown Holder 
Crown Holders 
# 034-1620045 - Mfg # 1620045

Features:
These Tweezers are made of stainless steel. By using
them there is no danger of damage to the crown margins
when the restoration is gripped securely

* Made in stainless steel
* German
* Diamond points 

US$ 59.78

VISE - 123308 VISE Lg 4in Crown Plier ea
VISE - 4in Long Crown Holder -  light weight - Autoclavable - # 1602L3VISE - 4in
Long Crown Holder
Crown Holders
# 123308 - Mfg # 1602L3

Features:
* Long, straight nose provides a secure grip in narrow 
and hard-to-reach reas
* Hardened teeth grip from any angle to tighten, clamp, twist, 
and turn precision work
* Turn screw to adjust pressure and fit work and stay adjusted 
for repetitive use
* Constructed of high-grade heat-treated alloy steel for durability
* Includes convenient wire cutter
* 4in Long.

Size: Glossy Exclusive Paper.

US$ 34.00
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Instruments Laboratory

Gauges ans Dividers

ECCO - 113989 BOLEY GAUGE STAINLESS
ECCO - Boley Gauge Stainless - Caliper ( espesimetro )
#46-446   [ calibrador de  o para metales calibre ] Calibre
especimetro metalico BOLEYECCO - Boley Gauge
Stainless
Gauges ans Dividers
# 113989 - Mfg # 46-446

 

Description:
The ECCO Boley Gauge Caliper are used for
measuring the size of teeth. The vernier, metric caliper
are used in dentistry to measure tooth, arch, and facial
dimensions.
The ECCO Boley Gauge Caliper is perfect to have
around your shop or at the front counter. Easily
measure a captive ring, a barbell, a bent barbell,
whatever the jewelry this will measure the length in a
sec.
Made from Stainless Steel so these are autoclaveable.

US$ 10.24

Instruments Laboratory

Glass spatulas

ADS - 118158 Glass Rod 5x0.118in 10pk
ADS DENTAL - Glass Rod 5in x 0.118in pkg ( 10 ) - # G555-1ADS - Glass Rods
5 x 118
Sundries & Small Articles
# 118158 - Mfg # G555-1

 

Features:

 

* Both ends rounded
* Tempered heat resistant glass
* Ideal for light mixing, applying monomer or cyanoacrylate activator drop
wise

 

US$ 33.20
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Quantity: 10 rods per package

 

US DENTAL DEPOT is an authorized American Dental Supply dealer in US

KEYSTONE - 034-5920380 Tri-Opaquer Glass
spatula
KEYSTONE - Tri-Opaquer Glass Spatula 
Glass Spatulas 
# 034-5920380 - Mfg # 5920380

Features:

* Allows novice to apply opaque like an expert
* Better moisture control
* Permits technician to apply a thin bonding layer of
opaque (slurry) and a second thin masking layer of opaque
thus reducing the overall bulk
* Sold Individualy

US$ 16.80

Instruments Laboratory

Instruments Kits & Sets

INSTRUMENT SET - RENFERT 
INSTRUMENT SET - RENFERT 

Function & Performance
High quality set for every dental technician including
instruments, brushes and pliers for all areas of use within
dental technology.

Code Name Price +
113826 RENFERT - Instrument set Deluxe-# 1154-0000-High quality basic set for every den... US$ 404.53 +Info

113836 RENFERT - Instrument set Standard- #1151-0000 # 11510000 -The standard set conta... US$ 275.99 +Info
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Instruments Laboratory

Knifes

BUFFALO - 008-55600 #7R Knife w/Rosewood 1.5in
#7R Knife W/ Rosewood Handle- 1.5in Blade [ HS 3659326 ] 
espatula # 7BUFFALO- Knife With Rosewood Handle   
Wax Instruments
# 008-55600

Features:
Scapula Knife with Rosewood #7R

Size: 1.5in Blade

US$ 15.23

ECCO - 100740 ECCO Gritman knife 137mm
GRITMAN knife plaster knife /spatula - ( 6.5cm/65mm Blade ) [L#kn60 ] [ - Cuchillo
del yeso plaster knife gypsum  - ]ECCO - Gritman Knife Plaster / Spatula
Knifes 
# 100740 

 

Feature

Size: 5.5in long - ( 137 mm ) 

US$ 9.91

ECCO - 114011 ECCO- PLASTER KNIFE #6R
ECCO - Plaster Knife #6R ( 35 cm blade  35mm ) # 55-662 [ - Cuchillo del yeso
plaster knife gypsum  - ] #6R Cuchillo de Yeso   ( 25mm blade / 140mm complete )
# 55-662ECCO - Plaster Knife #6R
Knifes
# 114011 - Mfg  # 55-662

Features:
* Plaster knife (blade 25mm / 140mm complete)

US$ 8.21
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KNIFES - HANDY & PLASTER - KEYSTONE
KNIFES HANDY & PLASTER - KEYSTONE

Features:
The Handy Knife fits in palm of hand and is useful for carving and many other applications.

HANDY

Code Name Price +
034-1490010 KEYSTONE - Handy Knife - fits in the palm of hand - ( 7 cm blade 70mm ) useful f... US$ 16.67 +Info

PLASTER

Code Name Price +
034-1490030 KEYSTONE - Plaster Knife - Short Blade - ( 5 cm blade 50mm ) - ( K#1490030 ) ... US$ 13.03 +Info

034-1490040 ECCO - Plaster Knife Long Blade 70mm ... US$ 4.02 +Info

RENFERT - 1145-0070 Plaster Knife 1145-0070
RENFERT - Plaster Knife
Knifes
# 1145-0070 - Mfg # 114500700

 

 

US$ 18.13

Instruments Laboratory

Lab Scissors

ECCO - 113983 WIRE CUTTING SCISSORS ST
4.75
ECCO - Wire Cutting Scissors Straight 4.75in - Smooth -
#38312 ( crown scissors - tijeras de laboratorio )  Tijera
Recta  de corte de Alambre de 4.75pulgadas  tijera para
ajuste de coronas de acero temporarias )ECCO Wire
Cutting Scissors Straight 4.75 in
Lab Scissors
# 113983 - Mfg # 38312

 

US$ 8.69
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Feature:
Wire Cutting Scissors
Size: 4.75
Shape: Straight
Texture: Smooth

The ECCO Wire Cutting Scissors are Surgical scissors designed to cut small-caliber suturing wires.

Instruments Laboratory

Nippers & Chissels

ECCO - 034-1550020 PLASTER NIPPER
8INCHES
ECCO - Plaster Nipper With Plastic Covered Handles
Nippers & Chissels
# 034-1550020 - Mfg # 55-664

 

Features:
Model stone plier cutter
Plaster shears pliers to remove muffles

Material: Stainless Steel

Size: 8in

US$ 18.80

Instruments Laboratory

Plaster Alginate Mix Spatulas

SPATULA WITH WOOD HANDLER - ECCO
SPATULA WITH WOOD HANDLER - ECCO

Features:
This line of spatulas was designed by dental engineers for better manipulation of alginate and
plaster.
Heavy Blade Spatula are the most advanced technical design. They help to mix and become a
scoop which is a great help in picking up additional material.
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ALIGNATE SPATULA WOOD

Code Name Price +
110645 ALGINATE SPATULA WOOD #11R US$ 8.86 +Info

034-1780050 ALGINATE /PLASTER SPATULA #10R US$ 8.86 +Info

PLASTER SPAT WOOD HANDLER 

Code Name Price +
110646 Plaster Spatula #3R with wood Handle #59-725 Espatula d eYeso Mango madera 3R US$ 8.86 +Info

114370 Plaster Spatula #8R with wood Handle #59-724 US$ 9.63 +Info

Instruments Laboratory

Porcelain Instruments

SMILE LINE - 123640 1/2 Hollenback module
SMILE LINE - 1/2 Hollenback module - 4000-HSMILE LINE  1/2
Hollenback Module
# 123640 - Mfg # 4000-H

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 37.28

SMILE LINE - 123625 Alum handle Only Macchiato
SMILE LINE - Aluminum handle- Macchiato - 4000-AH-MacSMILE LINE -
Aluminum handle- Macchiato 
# 123625  Mfg # 4000-AH-Mac

Details:
N.era brushes are manufactured out of a space-age filament, never seen yet
in the dental industry. We are talking here of a polyamide like fiber which
undergoes several special chemical treatments.
The properties (resilience, water absorbtion, stability at the tip) are equal or
better than the highest quality of Kolinsky hair.

US$ 32.60
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As soon as we talk about lifetime, N.era is far superior to Kolinsky as it lasts much longer.

Shock argument: when exposed to heat (steam jet, boiling distilled water), N.era fiber regenerates and extends its
lifetime!

 

SMILE LINE - 123624 Alum habdle Only
Cappuccino
SMILE LINE - Aluminum handle- Cappuccino -
4000-AH-CapSMILE LINE - Aluminum handle-
Cappuccino 
# 123624  Mfg # 4000-AH-Cap

Details:
N.era brushes are manufactured out of a space-age
filament, never seen yet in the dental industry. 
We are talking here of a polyamide like fiber which
undergoes several special chemical treatments.
The properties (resilience, water absorbtion, stability
at the tip) are equal or better than the highest quality
of Kolinsky hair.
As soon as we talk about lifetime, N.era is far superior
to Kolinsky as it lasts much longer.
Shock argument: when exposed to heat (steam jet,
boiling distilled water), N.era fiber regenerates and
extends its lifetime!

US$ 32.60
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SMILE LINE - 123626 Alum handle Only Moka
SMILE LINE - Aluminum handle- Moka - 4000-AH-MokSMILE LINE - Aluminum
handle- Moka 
# 123626  Mfg # 4000-AH-Mok

Details:
N.era brushes are manufactured out of a space-age filament, never seen yet
in the dental industry. We are talking here of a polyamide like fiber which
undergoes several special chemical treatments.
The properties (resilience, water absorbtion, stability at the tip) are equal or
better than the highest quality of Kolinsky hair.
As soon as we talk about lifetime, N.era is far superior to Kolinsky as it lasts
much longer.
Shock argument: when exposed to heat (steam jet, boiling distilled water),
N.era fiber regenerates and extends its lifetime!

 

US$ 32.60

SMILE LINE - 123627 Alum handle Only Ristretto
SMILE LINE - Aluminum handle- Ristretto - 4000-AH-RisSMILE LINE -
Aluminum handle- Ristretto 
# 123627  Mfg # 4000-AH-Ris

Details:
N.era brushes are manufactured out of a space-age filament, never seen yet
in the dental industry. We are talking here of a polyamide like fiber which
undergoes several special chemical treatments.
The properties (resilience, water absorbtion, stability at the tip) are equal or
better than the highest quality of Kolinsky hair.
As soon as we talk about lifetime, N.era is far superior to Kolinsky as it lasts
much longer.
Shock argument: when exposed to heat (steam jet, boiling distilled water),
N.era fiber regenerates and extends its lifetime!

 

US$ 32.60
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SMILE LINE - 123656 Beale Spatula module
SMILE LINE - Beale spatula module - 4000-SSMILE LINE  Beale
Spatula Module
# 123656 - Mfg # 4000-S

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123669 Beale Tip module
SMILE LINE - Beale tip module - 4000-TSMILE LINE  Beale tip Module
# 123669 - Mfg # 4000-T

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28
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SMILE LINE - 123693 Blades assortment 1pk each
SMILE LINE - Blades assortment / 1pc ea. - 4001-ZSMILE LINE  Blades
Assortment 
# 123693 - Mfg # 4001-Z

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

Quantity: 1 pc each

US$ 40.63

SMILE LINE - 123687 Blank blades Refill 5pk
SMILE LINE - Blank blades refill / 5pcs - 4001-P3SMILE LINE  Blank Blades
Refill
# 123687 - Mfg # 4001-P3

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

Quantity: 5 pcs

US$ 38.79
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BRUSH POOL - MPF Brush Co
BRUSH POOL - MPF Brush Co

Keeps your work surface clean from excess water while you work. Suitable for both left and right
handed technicians.

#UsddMpf

Code Name Price +
116525 MPF BRUSH co - Brush Pool Complete 1pk Mfg.# 111-0000 1110000 - #USDDMPF BRUSH c... US$ 69.00 +Info

116526 MPF BRUSH co - Brush Pool Replacement Sponge 1pk Mfg.# 111-0002 1110002 - #USDDM... US$ 19.00 +Info

123910 MPF BRUSH co - Brush Pool Replacement Bowl 111-0001 - #USDDMPF BRUSH co MPF BRUS... US$ 26.66 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123707 Carbon fiber handle Long
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- Carbon fiber handle- long - 4100-CAL
SMILE LINE  Instrument by Smile Line Carbon Fiber Handle - Long
# 123707 - Mfg # 4100-CAL

Features:
INSTRUMENT BY CARBON FIBER ELEGANCE  EXCLUSIVITY 
LIGHTNESS

Since 2015, carbon fiber is part of the INSTRUMENT by Smile Line family :
lightness, nobility and emotion of a high-tech material with a perfect finish.

100% compatible with the whole line INSTRUMENT by Smile Line.

US$ 48.08

SMILE LINE - 123708 Carbon Fiber handler Short
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- Carbon fiber handle- short - 4100-CAs
SMILE LINE  Instrument by Smile Line Carbon Fiber Handle Short
# 123708 - Mfg # 4100-CAs

Features:
INSTRUMENT BY CARBON FIBER ELEGANCE  EXCLUSIVITY 
LIGHTNESS

Since 2015, carbon fiber is part of the INSTRUMENT by Smile Line family :
lightness, nobility and emotion of a high-tech material with a perfect finish.

100% compatible with the whole line INSTRUMENT by Smile Line.

US$ 45.68
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SMILE LINE - 123706 Carbon fiber handler Std
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- Carbon fiber handle- standard - 4100-CA
SMILE LINE  Instrumet by Smile Line Carbon Fiber Handle - Standard
# 123706 - Mfg # 4010-CA

Features:
Since 2015, carbon fiber is part of the INSTRUMENT by Smile Line family :
lightness, nobility and emotion of a high-tech material with a perfect finish.

100% compatible with the whole line INSTRUMENT by Smile Line.

US$ 45.68

SMILE LINE - 123666 Ceramic Depth Probe
SMILE LINE - Probe for raw porcelain (graduated 0.5mm) - 4000-STESMILE
LINE  Probe for raw porcelain (graduated 0.5mm) Module
# 123666 - Mfg # 4000-STE

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

Graduated 0.5mm

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123653 Condenser Pin ejector
SMILE LINE - Condenser / Pin ejector module - 4000-RSMILE LINE
 Condenser/Pin Ejector Module
# 123653 - Mfg # 4000-R

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

US$ 33.51
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Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you a new feeling, synonymous with
smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood
or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123714 Ebony handler Short
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in ebony of Mozambique- short - 4100-EBsSMILE
LINE  Wooden handle in ebony of Mozambique - Short
# 123714 - Mfg # 4100-EBS

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42

SMILE LINE - 123713 Ebony Wood L Single End handle
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in ebony of Mozambique- single end - 4100-EBL
SMILE LINE WOoden handle in ebony of Mozambique single end
# 123713 - Mfg # 4100-EBL

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42
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SMILE LINE - 123585 Empty Box for 3 instruments
SMILE LINE - FlexMountEmpty box for 3 instruments inclu. Microfibre - 14999-3
SMILE LINE - Empty Box for 3 instruments w/ Microfibre 
# 123585  Mfg # 14999-3

Empty box for 3 instruments: laminated cardboard, closure with magnets,
micro-fiber tissue.

(not includes instrument)

US$ 31.90

MPF - 123921 Empty Model/Stain Dropp KIT
MPF Brush Co - Empty Modeling/ Stain Liquid Dropper Kit
Porcelain Instruments
# 123921 - Mfg # 115-0005

Features:
Empty Stain Liquid Dropper
Size: 20ml & 100ml
Quantity:  1 Kit

US$ 21.09

MPF - 123920 Empty Modeling liquid Dispen
MPF Brush Co - Empty Modeling Liquid Dispenser
Porcelain Instruments
# 123920 - Mfg # 115-0003

Features:
Empty  Modeling Liquid Dispenser
Size: 100ml
Quantity:  1

US$ 12.19

MPF - 123919 Empty Stain Liq Dropper 20ml
MPF Brush Co -Empty Stain Liquid Dropper
Porcelain Instruments 
# 123919 - Mfg # 115-0004

Features:
Empty Stain Liquid Dropper
Size: 20ml
Quantity:  1

US$ 14.42
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MPF - 123909 Ceramic Table Mat
MPF BRUSH co - Ceramic Table Mat 110-0000 -
#USDDMPF BRUSH co MPF BRUSH coBRUSH company
MPF Brush Co - Ceramic Table Mat
Porcelain Instruments
# 123909 - Mfg # 110-0000

Features :
Our stylish Ceramic Table Mat, made from durable
plastic and easily cleaned,
boasts the amazing dental work of our Key Opinion
Leader, Nondas.

US$ 47.50

SMILE LINE - 123712 Ebony handler Std
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in ebony of Mozambique- standard - 4100-EBSMILE LINE
 Wooden handle in ebony of Mozambique - Standard
# 123712 - Mfg # 4100-EB

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon fiber
handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A choice of three
different species is available while three different shapes/sizes are possible. The
handles are of course all compatible with the whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand polished for
a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel and
cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.
Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost black.
Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 40.42

SMILE LINE - 123577 Equilibrium Bench Stand
SMILE LINE - Equilibrium- instrument stand    - 14002SMILE LINE 
Equilibrium-instrument stand 
# 123577  Mfg # 14002

Smile Lines new instrument stand doesnt leave anyone indifferent but
opens to infinite interpretations.
We named it ?Equilibrium? because of its innovative cantilever

US$ 98.99
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construction and geometry.

Features:
* Space provided for 7 instruments
* Easy shipping in a flat cardboard box
* Quick self-mount by the customer (hex wrench supplied)
* Made in Switzerland out of high quality stainless steel, aluminum and composite pannels

ERGO CERAMIC INSTRUMENT - RE
NFERT
ERGO CERAMIC INSTRUMENT - RENFERT

Function & Performance
Double-sided modelling instruments ideal for ceramic
facings.

Code Name Price +
023-1161-1000 RENFERT - ERGO CERAMIC Modeling Instruments (2Pcs)-Set  Double-sided special ins... US$ 67.77 +Info

023-1161-1100 RENFERT - ERGO CERAMIC Modeling Instrument #1-Each  # 11611100  ... US$ 36.51 +Info

023-1161-1200 RENFERT - ERGO CERAMIC Modeling Instrument #2-Each  # 11611200 Double-sided spec... US$ 36.51 +Info

EVOLUTION CERAMIC CARVER INSTRUMENTS - MPF 
Brush Co
EVOLUTION CERAMIC CARVER INSTRUMENTS - MPF Brush Co

Precision ceramic carving tools. Perfectly balanced. Replaceable tips. Grip
handles.

#UsddMpf

   KIT

Code Name Price +
116560 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Sculpturing Insturment Kit (4) Mfg.# 117-2000 1172000 -... US$ 180.00 +Info
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  CARVER INSTRUMENTS

Code Name Price +
116552 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Ceramic Sculpturing Instrument- Flat Blade Mfg.# 117-00... US$ 47.00 +Info

116553 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Ceramic Sculpturing Instrument- Angle Blade Mfg.# 117-0... US$ 47.00 +Info

116554 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Ceramic Sculpturing Instrument- Razor Mfg.# 117-0003 11... US$ 47.00 +Info

116555 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Ceramic Sculpturing Instrument- Javelin Mfg.# 117-0004 ... US$ 47.00 +Info

REPLACEMENT TIPS

Code Name Price +
116556 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Replacement Blades- Flat (1/pk) Mfg.# 117-1001 1171001 ... US$ 44.00 +Info

116557 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Replacement Blades- Angle (1/pk) Mfg.# 117-1002 1171002... US$ 44.00 +Info

116558 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Replacement Blades- Razor (1/pk) Mfg.# 117-1003 1171003... US$ 44.00 +Info

116559 MPF BRUSH co - Evolution Replacement Blades- Javelin (1/pk) Mfg.# 117-1004 11710... US$ 44.00 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123628 Grooved handle Short
SMILE LINE - Instrument handle- short - 4000-AsSMILE
LINE - Instrument handle- short 
# 123628  Mfg # 4000-As

Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland
by specialists in watch and machinery making and all
tips are of the highest quality and of certified
European production.

Features:
*  Grooved handle, short
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the
line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes,
either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the
creation of your personal instruments.

US$ 21.50

www.usdentaldepot.com  1 954 874 63255  Florida USA
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SMILE LINE - 123670 Hammer module
SMILE LINE - Hammer module - 4000-USMILE LINE - Hammer Module
# 123670 - Mfg # 4000-U

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123688 Hedstroem Reamer refill 3pk
SMILE LINE - Hedstroem reamer refills / 3pcs - 4001-P4SMILE LINE 
Hedstroem Reamer Refills
# 123688 - Mfg # 4001-P4

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

Quantity: 3 pcs

US$ 19.15
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SMILE LINE - 123634 Heldstroem Reamer module
SMILE LINE - Heldstroem reamer module - 4000-CRSMILE LINE  Heldtroem
Reamer Module
# 123634 - Mfg # 4000-CR

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 40.74

SMILE LINE - 123686 Hollow blades Refill 5pk
SMILE LINE - Hollow blades refill / 5pcs - 4001-P2SMILE LINE  Hollow Blades
Refill
# 123686 - Mfg # 4001-P2

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

Quantity: 5 pcs

US$ 38.79
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SMILE LINE - 123630 Instrument End cut
SMILE LINE - Instrument end- cut - 4000-BCSMILE LINE - Instrument  End-Cut
# 123630 - Mfg # 4000-B

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 13.75

SMILE LINE - 123629 Instrument End long
SMILE LINE - Instrument end- long - 4000-BSMILE LINE - Instrument end-long 
# 123629  Mfg # 4000-B

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
*  Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

 

US$ 11.75
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SMILE LINE - 123632 Instrument End short
SMILE LINE - Instrument end- short - 4000-BSSMILE LINE - Instrument
End-Short
# 123632 - Mfg # 4000-BS

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 12.99

SMILE LINE - 123631 Instrument Handle Adaptor dyna
SMILE LINE - End-adaptor for dynamometric key - 4000-BDSMILE LINE -
End-Adaptor for Dynamometric Key
# 123631 - Mfg # 4000-BD

Features:
For an optimal precision when tightening the screws of your implant works,
Smile Line has developed a dynamometric key which is adaptable to its
drivers. The controlled torque is of 9 Ncm.

Each key is supplied with one adaptor (4000-BD) compatible with all
aluminum Smile Line handles.

US$ 24.33

SMILE LINE - 123582 Instrument Set S Mosconi
SMILE LINE - Instruments set inSastien Mosconiin - 14999-MOS SMILE LINE -
Instruments set Sbastien Mosconi
#123582  Mfg # 14999-MOS

Instrument Set Composition: 
4100-VIL+4000-MOS
4100-VIL+4000-SG1
4100-VIL+FL-4020-ZR
4100-VIL+4000-1
4100-VIL+4000-P-R
4100-VIL+4000-S2-S3

US$ 543.47
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SMILE LINE - 123636 LeCron Module
SMILE LINE - Lecron module - 4000-DSMILE LINE  Lecron Module
# 123636 - Mfg # 4000-D

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 38.29

RENFERT - 023-1053-0000 Metrical Scoop Set
x4
RENFERT - Metrical Scoops - Set x 4
Porcelain Instruments
# 023-1053-0000 - Mfg # 10530000

Function & Performance
Stainless steel metrical scoops for precise measuring of
porcelain powders.
* Advantages
* Slim shape for easy access to small bottles of porcelain.
* For reproducible, individual porcelain mixtures.
* 4 different scoop sizes: 0.02 g; 0.05 g; 0.10 g; 0.40 g

Key functions
* Slender shape for optimal access in smaller porcelain
bottles
* Reproducible, individual porcelain mixture
* With 4 different scoop sizes 

US DENTAL DEPOT Is An Authorized RENFERT Dealer
In Us

US$ 52.06
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SMILE LINE - 123621 Instrument Handle Only
stand.
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- Handle- standard
- 4000-ASMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line-
Handle- standard
# 123621  Mfg # 4000-A

Modular Instrument Line
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored,
INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is 100% modular.

Details:
Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of
the handle give you a new feeling, synonymous with
smoothness and precision.

Manufacturing:
*  Each combination requires more than fifty
operations before being carefully controlled and
packed. The mechanical parts are manufactured in
Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery
making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.
*  The handles constitute the universal platform of the
line. They are available in different sizes and shapes,
either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of
combinations are possible for the creation of your
personal instruments.

US$ 17.49

SMILE LINE - 123545 Micro Vibes Double Opaque Tip
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- Opaque instrument double bead - 01025-MVSMILE
LINE - Micro-Vibes
Opaque instrument double bead
# 123545  Mfg # 01025-MV

Features:
Spare Instrument with double AL2O3 bead for opaques and liners, (1 pc)

US$ 75.28
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Very special tool provided with two ends equipped with the two different Al2O3 beads : the regular 2mm bead and
the 1mm diameter bead, very useful for interdental spaces.

 

SMILE LINE - 123540 Micro Vibes Opaque
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- instrument with bead for paste-opaques - 01000-MVOP
SMILE LINE  Micro-Vibes   
Instrument with bead for paste-Opaques
#123540  Mfg # 01000-MVOP

Advantage

Details:
* Instrument with Paste Opaque bead tip Al2O3 
* Extremely thin and regular application of materials like powder & paste
opaques, liners for zirconias 
* Great for filling in cracks and interproximals. 

US$ 220.50

SMILE LINE - 123541 Micro Vibes Spatula UF
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- instrument with universal flexible spatula -
01000-MVSSMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes
Instrument with universal flexible spatula 
# 123541 - Mfg # 01000-MVS

Micro-Vibes is a multi-purpose tool of a new and innovative instrument
used by dental laboratory technician.

Advantage:
*  Porcelain mixing: homogenizes the grains, helps extract all
micro-bubbles
*  Condensation for closing tearing and gaps after the first firing of
porcelain
*  Extremely regular and thin application of materials such as powder or
paste opaque and liners for zirconium
*  Mixing or activation of pre-mixed materials such as paste opaque and
stains in paste
*  Help the insertion of crowns and bridges onto the model

US$ 201.46
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SMILE LINE - 123685 Microsaw blades Refill 5pk
SMILE LINE - Microsaw blades refill / 5pcs - 4001-P1SMILE LINE  Microsaw
Blades Refill
# 123685 - Mfg # 4001-P1

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

Quantity: 5 pcs

US$ 38.79

SMILE LINE - 123642 Needle module
SMILE LINE - Needle module - 4000-JSMILE LINE  Needle Module
# 123642 - Mfg # 4000-J

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 38.29

SHARK - 118777 PorC Instr w/ blades set M146A
SHARK Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set ( 6 blades )  M146ASHARK -
Porcelain Instrument Set
Porcelain Instruments 

US$ 34.00
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# 118777 - Mfg # M146A

Features:
Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set

Descriptions:
* Sculpt. Cut. Carve. Design. No other blades offer the ability 
to create such intricate detail in a variety of sculpturing tasks. 
With six different blades at your fingertips and handles created 
for ultimate comfort, our system will be certain to meet the demands 
of any ceramist.
* Quality = optimal performance. Perfect for any type of porcelain task, 
our 0.1mm blades are designed for optimal performance. 
Their excellent elasticity makes them capable of great detail and ensures endurance. Our three handle types are
available in aluminum 
or polycarbonate.
* It's all about the right blade. With our system, you have all you need 
for the results you want. Pick the best blade for each task. 
Choose our mamelon cutter or select from our smooth, serrated or curved blades. With each, you can be sure
you are getting superior quality 
to achieve professional results.
* Change blades in a snap. With our Quick Change System, changing blades 
has never been easier. Our interchangeable blades ensure that your time 
is spent where it should be: designing your final product. 
When you are finished, store your blade sets and handles in our brushed aluminum storage case.

Package: 6 blades

 

 

SHARK - 118776 PorC Instr w/ blades set M146C
SHARK Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set ( 6 blades ) 
M146CSHARK - Porcelain Instrument Set
Porcelain Instruments 
# 118776 - Mfg # M146C

 

Feature
Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set

Descriptions:
* Sculpt. Cut. Carve. Design. No other blades offer the ability to create such

US$ 34.00
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intricate detail in a variety of sculpturing tasks. With six different blades at your fingertips and handles created for
ultimate comfort, our system will be certain to meet the demands of any ceramist.
* Quality = optimal performance. Perfect for any type of porcelain task, our 0.1mm blades are designed for
optimal performance. Their excellent elasticity makes them capable of great detail and ensures endurance. Our
three handle types are available in aluminum or polycarbonate.
* It's all about the right blade. With our system, you have all you need for the results you want. Pick the best blade
for each task. Choose our mamelon cutter or select from our smooth, serrated or curved blades. With each, you
can be sure you are getting superior quality to achieve professional results.
* Change blades in a snap. With our Quick Change System, changing blades has never been easier. Our
interchangeable blades ensure that your time is spent where it should be: designing your final product. When
you are finished, store your blade sets and handles in our brushed aluminum storage case.

 

Package: 6 blades

SMILE LINE - 123781 Porce Separator JP31 Pen 7.5ml
SMILE LINE - Ceramic separator JP31 felt tip pen- 7.5ml #5025SMILE LINE 
Porcelain Separator JP31 7.5ml pen
# 123781 - Mfg # 5025

Features:
The combination of technical liquids, JP44 and JP31, bring an incredible
comfort of work for all cases in which you must separate porcelain from
stone, porcelain margins or pontics.

US$ 40.44

SMILE LINE - 123651 Porcelain blade module
SMILE LINE - Porcelain blade module - 4000-PSMILE LINE  Lecron Module
# 123651 - Mfg # 4000-P

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black

US$ 43.28
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anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123684 Porcelain blades Std
5pk
SMILE LINE - Standard blades refill / 5pcs - 4001-PSMILE
LINE  Standard Blades Refill 
# 123684 - Mfg # 4001-P

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored,
INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is 100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more
than fifty operations before being carefully controlled
and packed. The mechanical parts are manufactured in
Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery
making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the
line. They are available in different sizes and shapes,
either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of
combinations are possible for the creation of your
personal instruments.

Quantity: 5 pcs

US$ 32.49

SMILE LINE - 123578 Porcelain Instrum Set
Kolinsky
SMILE LINE - Porcelain instrument set with Kolinsky
brush - 14050-KSMILE LINE - Porcelain instrument set
with Kolinsky brush
# 123578  Mfg # 14050-K

The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the
ultimate, the top in matter of instruments and tools
for the dental technician. They have been thought
and conceived to the attention of persons passioned
by their work and its creative aspect .

Porcelain Instrument Set
*  The  porcelain set  is tailored to your needs. Part
of the tools are pure Smile Line developments and
innovations (ZR spatula  opaque instrument 

US$ 496.21
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Soft-Grip  condensing instrument).
*  Traditional like for example the cut-back tools (xx-thin blades  file  spoon).  
*  Finally the quality of the Kolinsky brushes is the highest and of best selection. Each Kolinsky brush tip is
severely quality controlled according to new strict standards implemented with our partner Pinselmeister.

We are convinced that this tool kit will follow you during years of creating dental artistry.

Wax Instrument Set
Wax instruments deserve on our opinion full respect of dental traditions. A LeCron or a Zahle spatula will for
sure remain classics as long as well continue working with wax. It is exactly the philosophy we are following for
the tools supplied in the  wax set  : all are made in Switzerland or by specialists in Europe. Exclusively.

We wish for you : only a true mix of very high quality and durability.

Composite Instrument Set
As for the entire program INSTRUMENT by Smile Line, the new  composite set  is totally modular. It is the only
one of the four instrument sets in which youll find an additional double-ended grooved handle without
instruments attached.
We thought that maybe youll wish to combine one of the flexible spatulas with a rubber tip for creating a double
instrument  instead of keeping each of them as a single instrument.

 

 

 

SMILE LINE - 123579 Porcelain Instrum Set N.Era
SMILE LINE - Porcelain instrument set with N.era brush - 14050-NSMILE LINE -
Porcelain instrument set with N.era brush
# 123579  Mfg # 14050-N

The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect .

Details:
* The Instrument style is quite possibly the most popular and elegant style
of Porcelain instruments in the world today. Featuring classic european
design, this set is excuisite and very comfortable to use.
*  While bRRRush is using the revolutionary N.era tips, a unique  vibe
zone  has been machined on its handle.
*  When letting the nail of your forefinger stroke back and forth on the
surface, you create a micro-vibration which propagates up to the very end

US$ 496.21
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of your brush tip. The small portion of porcelain on your brush will almost  detach  while transforming itself into
a small drop very easy to apply to your build-up.
*  The short video clip below shows you how impressive it is.

*  The advantage of this technique lies in the fact that much less air is integrated in the porcelain during build-up,
synonimous with less porosities in the porcelain after firing - spectacular especially in the incisal area.
*  N.era bRRRushes are available as a set of four siizes, n 8, 6, 4 and 1 and can of course be ordered also as
single instruments.
*  The replacement tips are the same as N.era tips. It is also possible to order the handle of bRRRush alone, in
case you wish to mount a traditional Kolinsky hair brush tip for example.

SMILE LINE - 417303 Porcelain Sampler
Only 7015
SMILE LINE - Porcelain Sampler Only - #7015SMILE
LINE - Porcelain Sampler Only 
Porcelain Instruments
# 417303 - Mfg # 7015

Porcelain Sampler Only

Quantity: 1

US$ 129.70

SMILE LINE - 123780 Porcelain Separator JP31 20ml
SMILE LINE - Porcelain Separator JP31- 20ml - #5020SMILE LINE  Porcelain
separator JP31, 20ml
# 123780 - Mfg # 5020

Features:
JP31 Porcelain Separator is applied with the brush, or more precisely
thanks to the pen. Its separating action is almost magical.

US$ 52.44

REVOLUTION SCULPTURING INSTRUMENT - MPF BRUSH Co
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Code Name Price +
400093 MPF - REVOLUTIONSCULPTURING INSTRUMENT KIT (4)  # 200-7000 - # 2007000 US$ 146.52 +Info

400094 MPF REVOLUTIONSCULPTURING INSTRUMENT FLAT BLADEMIDNIGHT BLACK 200-7001 US$ 41.85 +Info

400095 MPF REVOLUTIONSCULPTURING INSTRUMENT ANGLE BLADESILVER MOON 200-7002 US$ 41.85 +Info

400096 MPF REVOLUTIONSCULPTURING INSTRUMENT RAZORLEAD GREY 200-7003 US$ 41.85 +Info

400097 MPF REVOLUTIONSCULPTURING INSTRUMENT LINGUAL SPOONSEA BLUE 200-7004 US$ 41.85 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123676 Scalpel blades Refill 10pk
SMILE LINE - Scalpel blades refill / 10pcs - 4001-CSSMILE LINE  Scapel
Blades Refill
# 123676 - Mfg # 4001-CS

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

Quantity: 10 pcs

US$ 37.29

SMILE LINE - 123635 Scalpel Module
SMILE LINE - Scalpel module - 4000-CSSMILE LINE Scalpel Module
# 123635 - Mfg # 4000-CS

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal

US$ 40.74
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instruments.

 

MPF - 123908 Scribe Replacem tips
MPF Brush Co - Scribe Instrument by Joshua Polansky
Porcelain Instruments
# 123908 - Mfg # 107-0001

Features:
Replacement Tip for engraving instrument for the finest, natural surface
structures. 
* Suitable for ceramics, plastics and waxes. 
* Ergonomic and functional design

Quantity:  1

US$ 36.36

SMILE LINE - 123622 Single end Handle Only hollow
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- single-end handle (hollow) - 4000-AH
SMILE LINE - Instrument by Smile Line- single-end handle (hollow)
# 123622  Mfg # 4000-AH

Details:
The Handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
Blends black anodized aluminium and brushed stainless steel for a sleek
design.
Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you a
new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
This line of modular tools allows for no limits for the creation of your
personal instruments.

Manufacturing:
Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. Its mechanical parts are manufactured in
Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making and all tips are of
the highest quality and of certified European production.

US$ 27.50
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SMILE LINE - 123650 Opaque inst Module Large bead
SMILE LINE - Opaque instrument module- large - 4000-OP2SMILE LINE
 Opaque Instrument Module-Large
# 123650 - Mfg # 4000-OP2

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 49.50

SMILE LINE - 123649 Opaque instr Module Small bead
SMILE LINE - Opaque instrument module- small - 4000-OP1SMILE LINE 
Lecron Module
# 123649 - Mfg # 4000-OP1

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 49.50
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SMILE LINE - 123683 Opaque Instr refill Large bead
SMILE LINE - Opaque instrument refill- large - 4001-OP2SMILE LINE  Opaque
Instrument Refill Large
# 123683 - Mfg # 4001-OP2

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line is
100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery making
and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European production.

The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available
in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of
precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are possible
for the creation of your personal instruments.

US$ 47.26

SMILE LINE - 123682 Opaque Instr refill Small bead
SMILE LINE - Opaque instrument refill- small - 4001-OP1SMILE LINE  Opaque
Instrument Refill Small
# 123682 - Mfg # 4001-OP1

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 47.26
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OPTIMUM CERAMIC CARVING INTRUMENTS KITS - MP
F Brush co
OPTIMUM CERAMIC CARVIN INTRUMENTS KITS - MPF Brush Co

*  Have one carving tool Each carving tool has 1 sides
*  It is 7 1/8" long and made of carbon fibre the product won't rust ever!
*  Its unique design is perfect for those hard projects
*  This product is very affordable You won't scrape wax, instead you will carve it
*  This is a high quality product, designed to last for ever It comes in a protective
plastic box.

#UsddMpf

 

   KIT

Code Name Price +
116518 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Carving Instrument Kit (4) Mfg.# 104-3... US$ 192.50 +Info

116517 MPF BRUSH co - KIT INSTRUMENT- Optimum ( Nondas Design )  with Master Instrument... US$ 301.00 +Info

  CARVING INSTRUMENTS

Code Name Price +
116509 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Ceramic Carving Instrument- Flat Blade... US$ 58.58 +Info

116510 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Ceramic Carving Instrument- Contra Bla... US$ 58.58 +Info

116511 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Ceramic Carving Instrument- Dagger Mfg... US$ 58.58 +Info

116512 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Ceramic Carving Instrument- Lingual Sp... US$ 58.58 +Info

INSTRUMENT BENCH

Code Name Price +
116519 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Instrument Bench Stand Mfg.# 104-4000 ... US$ 130.14 +Info

REPLACEMENT TIPS

Code Name Price +
116513 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Replacement Blade Tips- Flat (2/pk) Mf... US$ 47.48 +Info

116514 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Replacement Tips- Contra (2/pk) Mfg.# ... US$ 47.48 +Info

116515 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Replacement Tips- Dagger (2/pk) Mfg.# ... US$ 47.48 +Info

116516 MPF BRUSH co - Optimum ( Nondas Design )  Replacement Tips- Lingual Spoon (2/pk)... US$ 47.48 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123832 ORGAN.EZ Solid alum Burr Stand
SMILE LINE - Organ.Ez- Solid aluminium burstand - 8100SMILE LINE -
Organ.Ez Solid Aluminium Burstand 
# 123832 - Mfg # 8100

US$ 179.97
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Features:
At first sight, some will see a sculpture placed on the bench. Dont be mislead ORGAN.EZ is first and foremost
extremely useful and ergonomic.

ORGAN.EZ allows you to systematically arrange your burs, diamonds, polishers with a simple notion  knowing
instantly where to find them instead of having to search.

Made out of solid aluminium, ORGAN.EZ is very stable where you place it. For a maximum comfort when taking
or replacing the burs, the entrance of each hole starts with a slight angle.

A maximum of 63 instruments with a shaft 2.35 mm can be placed. On the first level, youll notice 8 additional
holes intended for the placement of your air-turbine burs.

Quantity: 1 

SMILE LINE - 123717 Palisander handler Short
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in palissander- short - 4100-PAsSMILE LINE 
Wooden handle in palissander short
# 123717 - Mfg # 4100-PAs

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42

SHARK - 118774 PorC Instr w/ blades set M145A
SHARK Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set ( 6 blades ) 
M145ASHARK - Porcelain Instrument Set
Porcelain Instruments 
# 118774 - Mfg # M145A

US$ 34.00
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Feature
Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set

Descriptions:
* Sculpt. Cut. Carve. Design. No other blades offer the ability to create such intricate detail in a variety of
sculpturing tasks. With six different blades at your fingertips and handles created for ultimate comfort, our
system will be certain to meet the demands of any ceramist.
* Quality = optimal performance. Perfect for any type of porcelain task, our 0.1mm blades are designed for
optimal performance. Their excellent elasticity makes them capable of great detail and ensures endurance. Our
three handle types are available in aluminum or polycarbonate.
* It's all about the right blade. With our system, you have all you need for the results you want. Pick the best blade
for each task. Choose our mamelon cutter or select from our smooth, serrated or curved blades. With each, you
can be sure you are getting superior quality to achieve professional results.
* Change blades in a snap. With our Quick Change System, changing blades has never been easier. Our
interchangeable blades ensure that your time is spent where it should be: designing your final product. When
you are finished, store your blade sets and handles in our brushed aluminum storage case.mas

 

Package: 6 blades

SHARK - 118775 PorC Instr w/ blades set M145C
SHARK Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set ( 6 blades ) 
M145CSHARK - Porcelain Instrument Set
Porcelain Instruments 
# 118775 - Mfg # M145C

 

Feature
Porcelain Instrument with insterchangeable blades set

Descriptions:
* Sculpt. Cut. Carve. Design. No other blades offer the ability to create such
intricate detail in a variety of sculpturing tasks. With six different blades at
your fingertips and handles created for ultimate comfort, our system will be
certain to meet the demands of any ceramist.
* Quality = optimal performance. Perfect for any type of porcelain task, our
0.1mm blades are designed for optimal performance. Their excellent
elasticity makes them capable of great detail and ensures endurance. Our
three handle types are available in aluminum or polycarbonate.

US$ 34.00
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* It's all about the right blade. With our system, you have all you need for the results you want. Pick the best blade
for each task. Choose our mamelon cutter or select from our smooth, serrated or curved blades. With each, you
can be sure you are getting superior quality to achieve professional results.
* Change blades in a snap. With our Quick Change System, changing blades has never been easier. Our
interchangeable blades ensure that your time is spent where it should be: designing your final product. When
you are finished, store your blade sets and handles in our brushed aluminum storage case.

 

Package: 6 blades

SMILE LINE - 123695 Portioner  5-1
SMILE LINE - Portioner   5-1 - 4010-BSMILE LINE - Portioner 5-1 
Porcelain Instruments
# 123695 - Mfg # 4010-B

Features:
This very precise tool allows you to produce porcelain tablets or
composites of the desired thickness, very easily and professionally.
It is also extremely useful for your personal mixes and all cooking tests
(test a new pottery, your oven, etc.).

The Porcelain Portioning Tools allow you to take the exact volume of
powder out of the jar. They are a necessity for all measure. The portions
taken are 50-25 and 5-1 mm3, depending on the instrument chosen.

The black boards are made of a laminated material that gives you the ability
to paste and index all your tablets for personalization complete.

US$ 74.88

SMILE LINE - 123664 Soft Grip module Double
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip module- double - 4000-SG2SMILE LINE  Soft
Grip Module double
# 123664 - Mfg # 4000-SG2

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

US$ 51.46
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Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you a new feeling, synonymous with
smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood
or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123665 Soft Grip module Mini
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip module- mini - 4000-SG3SMILE LINE  Soft
Grip Module Mini
# 123665 - Mfg # 4000-SG3

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 51.46

SMILE LINE - 123663 Soft Grip module Single
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip module- single - 4000-SG1SMILE LINE  Soft Grip
Module Single 
# 123663 - Mfg # 4000-SG1

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 

US$ 51.46
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* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123702 Soft Grip single Complete
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip single- complete instrument - 4010-SG1SMILE LINE 
Soft Grip Single Complete Instrument
# 123702 - Mfg # 4010-SG1

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

US$ 70.56

SMILE LINE - 123833 Soft Mat protection Black 3pk
SMILE LINE - *Soft-Mat- protection mat black / 3pcs - 8500SMILE LINE -
Soft-Mat Protection mat black
# 123833 - Mfg # 8500

Features:
SOFT-MAT is a protection mat made out of cellular rubber foam (600 x 371 x
2mm).

This black material, very close to Neopren, offers an excellent grip, is
smooth and soft and is very easy to clean by wiping it off with a humid
towel.

Quantity: 1 

US$ 60.32

SMILE LINE - 123544 Spare Instrument refill 1pk
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- Spare instrument with bead for opaques and liners -
01020-MVSMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes
Spare instrument with bead for opaques and liners
# 123544  Mfg # 01020-MV

Spare instrument with Al2O3 bead (2mm) for opaques and liners, 1pc.

Features:
Tool provided with two ends equipped with the two different Al2O3 beads :
the regular 2mm bead and the 1mm diameter bead, very useful for

US$ 34.72
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interdental spaces.

SMILE LINE - 123675 Spatula blades Refill 3pk
SMILE LINE - Spatula blades refill / 3pcs - 4001-CMSMILE LINE  Spatula
Blades Refill 3pcs
# 123675 - Mfg # 4000-CM

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

Quantity: 3 pcs

US$ 28.76

SMILE LINE - 123848 Spatula on Flexible compl intr
SMILE LINE - Zircon spatula on Flexible Connector- compl. instrument w.
aluminum handle - FL-4010-ZRSMILE LINE - Zircon Spatula on Flexible
Connector Complete Instrument w/ Aluminum Handle
# 123848 - Mfg # FL-4010-ZR

Features:
Smile Line introduces FlexMount, a flexible rubber connector for
combining the handle and the tool. This new concept is adapted to
Instrument by Smile Line, more specifically to our ZR mixing  spatula and
our Porcelain Brushes.

Quantity:  1 pk

US$ 133.66

MPF - 123928 Stipple replac Brush Tips 2pk
MPF Brush Co - Stipple by Stefan Picha - Brush Tips
Porcelain Intruments 
# 123928 - Mfg # 118-3001

US$ 59.00
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Features:
Replaceable premium quality tips for all your. 
Signature & Original Spring Activated Brushes.
Quantity:  2 pk

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES - MPF Br
ush co
TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES - MPF Brush Co

The MPF take pride in creating meticulously designed,
highly functional, attractive dental instruments.

Although the manufacturing process of dental ceramics
has remained relatively unchanged throughout the
years, the tools technicians use to create ceramic
restorations are continuously evolving.

Utilising materials such as aluminum, resin and carbon
fiber has resulted in an impressive, functional product
offering at an affordable price.

"Dental laboratory hand tools made by technicians, for
technicians."

#UsddMpf

 

 

Code Name Price +
116521 MPF BRUSH co - Agate Mixing Spatula Mfg.# 108-0000 1080000 - #USDDMPF BRUSH co M... US$ 46.48 +Info

116520 MPF BRUSH co - Scribe Instrument by Joshua Polansky Mfg.# 107-0000 1070000 - #US... US$ 55.80 +Info

116523 MPF BRUSH co - Ceramic Brush Hydrator  1pk  Mfg.# 109-0000 1090000 - #USDDMPF BR... US$ 44.75 +Info

116522 MPF BRUSH co - Ceramomix Zirconia Spatula Mfg.# 108-1000 1081000 - #USDDMPF BRUS... US$ 158.07 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123543 Univ Spatula Natural fiber 2pk
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- Universal spatulas in natural fiber (horn) / 2pcs -
01011-MVSMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes
Universal spatulas in natural fiber (horn) / 2pcs
# 123543  Mfg # 01011-MV

Details:
The natural horn tip has the same design as the plastic spatula. However,
the peculiar properties of the natural fiber offer exceptional flexibility and

US$ 66.52
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excellent vibration transmission at the same time.

 

SMILE LINE - 123633 Universal Mixing spatula
SMILE LINE - Universal spatula module - 4000-CMSMILE LINE  Universal
Spatula Module
# 123633 - Mfg # 4000-CM

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

Quantity: 3pcs

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123542 Universal Pastic Spatulas 5pk
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes- Universal plastic spatulas- spare / 5pcs - 01010-MV
SMILE LINE - Micro-Vibes
Universal plastic spatulas- spare / 5pcs
# 123543  Mfg # 01010-MV

Features:
*  To extract any micro-bubbles from the mixture
*  A local interdental condensation for closing any space after the first
ceramic firing
*  A regular and thin application of materials such as powder or paste
opaques and liners for zirconia
*  The activation of materials such as paste opaques and stains in paste
*  A help for placing crowns and bridges on the model

 

US$ 30.88
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SMILE LINE - 123720 Violett Wood  handle Short
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in violett wood- short - 4100-VIsSMILE LINE 
Wooden handle in violet wood short
# 123720 - Mfg # 4100-VIs

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42

SMILE LINE - 123718 Violett wood handler Std.
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in violett wood- standard - 4100-VISMILE LINE 
Wooden handle in violet wood standard
# 123718 - Mfg # 4100-VI

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 38.42
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SMILE LINE - 123716 Palissander hand Single end L
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in palissander- single end - 4100-PALSMILE LINE
 Wooden handle in palissander single end
# 123716 - Mfg # 4100-PAL

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42

SMILE LINE - 123715 Palissander handler Std
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in palissander- standard - 4100-PASMILE LINE 
Wooden handle in palissander standard
# 123715 - Mfg # 4100-PA

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.
The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand
polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel
and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost
black. Just as violett wood, it is hand polished for a smooth surface finish.

US$ 43.42
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SMILE LINE - 123641 PK Thomas module
SMILE LINE - PK Thomas module - 4000-ISMILE LINE  PK Thomas Module
# 123641 - Mfg # 4000-I

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

SMILE LINE - 123694 Portioner 50-25
SMILE LINE - Portioner 50-25 - 4010-ASMILE LINE -
Portioner 50-25
Porcelain Instruments
# 123694 - Mfg # 4010-A

Features:
The Porcelain Portioning Tools allow you to take the
exact volume of powder out of the jar. They are a
necessity for all measure. The portions taken are
50-25 and 5-1 mm3, depending on the instrument
chosen.

The black boards are made of a laminated material
that gives you the ability to paste and index all your
tablets for personalization complete.

Quantity: 1

US$ 74.88
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SMILE LINE - 123703 Soft Grip Double complete
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip double- complete instrument - 4010-SG2SMILE LINE 
Soft Grip Double Complete Instrument
# 123703 - Mfg # 4010-SG2

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

US$ 70.56

SMILE LINE - 123704 Soft Grip Mini complete
SMILE LINE - Soft-grip mini- complete instrument - 4010-SG3SMILE LINE  Soft
Grip Mini Complete Instrument 
# 123704 - Mfg # 4010-SG3

Features:
The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in
matter of instruments and tools for the dental technician. They have been
thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a
table: it may have disappeared at your return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

US$ 70.56

SMILE LINE - 123652 Spoon long Module
SMILE LINE - Spoon long module - 4000-QSMILE LINE  Spoon Long Module
# 123652 - Mfg # 4000-Q

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.

US$ 43.28
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* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood
or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123639 Spoon Short module
SMILE LINE - Spoon short module - 4000-GSMILE LINE  Spoon Short Module
# 123639 - Mfg # 4000-G

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 43.28

MPF - 123927 Stipple by Stefan Picha
MPF Brush Co - Stipple by Stefan Picha Each
Porcelain Intruments
# 123927 - Mfg # 118-3000

Features:
Stipple by Stefan Picha
Quantity:  1

US$ 53.00

SMILE LINE - 123719 Violett wood Single end L
SMILE LINE - Wooden handle in violett wood- single end - 4100-VILSMILE LINE
 Wooden handle in violet wood single end 
# 123719 - Mfg # 4100-VIL

Features:
In extension to the black anodized aluminum handles and to the carbon
fiber handles, Smile Line proposes an assortment of wooden handles. A
choice of three different species is available while three different
shapes/sizes are possible. The handles are of course all compatible with the
whole program of tools.

US$ 43.42
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The violett wood provides a remarkable contrast in the veins. It is hand polished for a fantastic surface finish.

Palissanders color is warm brown, with tones playing between caramel and cinnamon. The soft, mat finish
provides a beautiful silky touch.

Ebony of Mozambique is a very dark and deep brown wood, often almost black. Just as violett wood, it is hand
polished for a smooth surface finish.

SMILE LINE - 123637 Zahle Knife module
SMILE LINE - Zahle knife module - 4000-ESMILE LINE  Zahle Knife Module
# 123637 - Mfg # 4000-E

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 38.28

SMILE LINE - 123638 Zahle Spatula module
SMILE LINE - Zahle spatula module - 4000-FSMILE LINE  Zahle
Spatula Module
# 123638 - Mfg # 4000-F

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being carefully
controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your personal
instruments.

US$ 37.20
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SMILE LINE - 123847 Zirc spatula on Flexible conne
SMILE LINE -Zircon spatula module on Flexible Connector FL-4020-ZRSMILE
LINE - Zircon Spatula Module on Flexible Connector 
# 123847 - Mfg # FL-4020-ZR

Features:
Smile Line introduces FlexMount, a flexible rubber connector for
combining the handle and the tool. This new concept is adapted to
Instrument by Smile Line, more specifically to our ZR mixing  spatula and
our Porcelain Brushes.

Quantity:  1 pk

US$ 116.06

SMILE LINE - 123867 ZirCare Cleaner Stone
SMILE LINE - Cleaning stone for Zir.Care sinter diamonds - ZC-cleanerSMILE
LINE - Cleaning stone for Zir Care sinter diamonds
# 123867 - Mfg # ZC-Cleaner

Features:
Sintered diamong for Zirconia oxide.  Zir.care is in fact multi-functional: due
to the number and shape of diamond grains, itis engineerd for zirconia
oxide grinding and its use on layered porcelain is just amazing!  It is not
manufactured from the traditional channels of diamond disc producers in
the dental industry.  Instead, it is the object of specific and exclusive
development with and for Smile Line.

Quantity: 1

US$ 62.18

SMILE LINE - 123864 ZirCare Sinte diam Wheel 12x12
SMILE LINE - Sinter diamond- small wheel- 12x2mm - ZC-12WSSMILE LINE -
Sinter Diamond  - Small wheel 
# 123864 - Mfg # ZC-12WS

Features:
Sintered diamong for Zirconia oxide.  Zir.care is in fact multi-functional:
due to the number and shape of diamond grains, itis engineerd for zirconia
oxide grinding and its use on layered porcelain is just amazing!  It is not
manufactured from the traditional channels of diamond disc producers in
the dental industry.  Instead, it is the object of specific and exclusive
development with and for Smile Line.

Quantity: 1pc 12x12mm

US$ 106.18
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SMILE LINE - 123865 ZirCare Sinter diam Lense 20x2
SMILE LINE - Sinter diamond- lense- 20x2mm - ZC-20LSMILE LINE -  Sinter
Diamond Lense 
# 123865 - Mfg # ZC-20L 

Features:
Sintered diamong for Zirconia oxide.  Zir.care is in fact multi-functional:
due to the number and shape of diamond grains, itis engineerd for zirconia
oxide grinding and its use on layered porcelain is just amazing!  It is not
manufactured from the traditional channels of diamond disc producers in
the dental industry.  Instead, it is the object of specific and exclusive
development with and for Smile Line.

Quantity: 1 pc 20x2mm

US$ 112.18

SMILE LINE - 123866 ZirCare Sinter diam Wheel 20x4
SMILE LINE - Sinter diamond- wheel- 20x4mm - ZC-20WSMILE LINE - Sinter
Diamond wheel  
# 123866 - Mfg # ZC-20W

Features:
Sintered diamong for Zirconia oxide.  Zir.care is in fact multi-functional:
due to the number and shape of diamond grains, itis engineerd for zirconia
oxide grinding and its use on layered porcelain is just amazing!  It is not
manufactured from the traditional channels of diamond disc producers in
the dental industry.  Instead, it is the object of specific and exclusive
development with and for Smile Line.

Quantity: 1 pc 20x4mm

US$ 124.98

SMILE LINE - 123705 Zircone Spatula complete
SMILE LINE - Zircone spatula- complete instrument - 4010-ZRSMILE LINE 
Zircone Spatula Complet Instrument
# 123705 - Mfg # 4010-ZR

Features:
Outstanding, exclusive and custom tailored, INSTRUMENT by Smile Line
is 100% modular.

MANUFACTURING  Each combination requires more than fifty operations
before being carefully controlled and packed. The mechanical parts are
manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in watch and machinery
making and all tips are of the highest quality and of certified European
production.

US$ 120.02
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The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. They are available in different sizes and shapes, either
out of black anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. Thousands of combinations are
possible for the creation of your personal instruments.

SMILE LINE - 123674 Zircone Spatula module
SMILE LINE - Zircone spatula module - 4000-ZRSMILE LINE  Zircone
Spatula Module
# 123674 - Mfg # 4000-ZR

Each combination requires more than fifty operations before being
carefully controlled and packed. 
The mechanical parts are manufactured in Switzerland by specialists in
watch and machinery making and all tips are of the highest quality and of
certified European production.

Features:
* Seventeen grooves arranged on the circumference of the handle give you
a new feeling, synonymous with smoothness and precision.
* The handles constitute the universal platform of the line. 
* They are available in different sizes and shapes, either out of black
anodized aluminium, out of precious wood or in carbone fiber. 
* Thousands of combinations are possible for the creation of your
personal instruments.

US$ 102.53

Instruments Laboratory

Surgical Blades

search- CARB.BLADE PLEASE  SEE    - CARB.BLADE -
PLEASE  SEE     - CARB.BLADE -

US$ 0.00

Instruments Laboratory

Wax instruments

  ERGO WAX MODELLING INSTRUMENT - 
RENFERT
ERGO WAX MODELLING INSTRUMENT - RENFERT

Function & Performance

ERGO wax instruments are characterized by the wide variety of
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applications for which they can be employed and by their individual adaptability. The modern handle design is different for
each instrument, thus making them unique.

Advantages

*  Instruments can be ground according to individual needs.
*  Probes, blades and scrapers made from hand ground stainless steel.
*  Fine, anodized handles, comfortable to hold, heat-resistant and insulated.

Code Name Price +
023-1034-2000 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color 5 Instruments ( 5 Pcs ) SeT - # 1034-2000  ... US$ 142.50 +Info

023-1034-2001 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color Instrument #1-Each-# 1034-2001 # 10342001  ... US$ 28.74 +Info

023-1034-2002 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color Instrument #2-Each-# 1034-2002 # 10342002  ... US$ 28.74 +Info

023-1034-2003 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color Instrument #3-Each-# 1034-2003 # 10342003  ... US$ 28.74 +Info

023-1034-2004 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color Instrument #4-Each-# 1034-2004 # 10342004  ... US$ 28.74 +Info

023-1034-2005 RENFERT - ERGO Novogrip Color Instrument #5-Each-# 1034-2005 # 10342005  ... US$ 28.74 +Info

   PK THOMAS WAX INSTRUMENT - 
SHARK
PETER K THOMAS WAX INSTRUMENTS - SHARK

The feather weight aluminum handle offers extremely
comfortable handling to reduce hand and wrist fatigue. 

P.K. Thomas set is made from non-magnet stainless
steel hollow handle that never rust and light in weight
and tips made from French stainless steel that is extra
durable and work longer without losing its shape. 

Can either be purchased as a complete set or
individually.

Code Name Price +
102181 SHARK Peter K Thomas 5 pcs Kit Wax Modeling Instrument - ( PkT Thomas ) Japaness... US$ 39.94 +Info

115360 SHARK - Peter K Thomas #1 Wax Modeling Instrument  ( Pkt Thomas) #NAME? #1 (set ... US$ 9.45 +Info

115361 SHARK - Peter K Thomas #2 Wax Modeling Instrument ( Pkt Thomas ) #NAME? #2 (set ... US$ 9.45 +Info

115362 SHARK - Peter K Thomas #3 Wax Modeling Instrument ( Pkt Thomas ) #NAME? #3 (set ... US$ 9.45 +Info

115363 SHARK - Peter K Thomas #4 Hollenback Wax Modeling Instrument ( Pkt Thomas )  #4 ... US$ 9.45 +Info

115364 SHARK - Peter K Thomas #5 Wax Modeling Instrument ( Pkt Thomas ) #NAME? #5 (set ... US$ 7.85 +Info
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  MODELING CARVER INSTRUMENTS - BEGO
MODELING CARVER INSTRUMENTS - BEGO

* Fixed stainless steel tips offer great precision and accuracy in both denture and partial
wax-ups.
* Lightweight, aluminum shafts and fatigue-free design

Code Name Price +
10-52145 BEGO - Modelling Set Complete The set contains the most important instruments. -... US$ 245.70 +Info

112515 BEGO - Modeling Carvers- set of 5 #52255 -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized... US$ 87.55 +Info

112516 BEGO - Modeling Carvers #2 - Each  (MF# 52256) -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Auth... US$ 22.00 +Info

112518 BEGO - Modeling Carvers #3 - Each (MF# 52257) -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Autho... US$ 22.00 +Info

112517 BEGO - Modeling Carvers Zhal #4 - Each (MF# 52258) -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an ... US$ 22.00 +Info

112519 BEGO - Modeling Carvers PK Tomas #5 - Each  (MF# 52259 ) -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc ... US$ 22.00 +Info

  RAPIDI MODELING CARVER INSTR
UMENT - BEGO
RAPIDI MODELING INSTRUMENT - BEGO

* The Rapidi modelling knife is ideal for cutting,
scraping and modelling 
* Easy-to-change blade

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO dealer
in US.

Code Name Price +
112521 BEGO - Rapidi Modelling Knife - Each (MF# 52270) -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Au... US$ 33.00 +Info

 ART CARVER - BEGO
ART CARVER - BEGO 

The art of precision at your fingertips with these extremely lightweight, aluminum
shaft P.K. Thomas designed instruments.

Color-coded for easy identification, stainless steel tips for durability and affordably
priced for lasting value.

For waxing, Colored Aluminum Handle .

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.
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Code Name Price +
105065 BEGO - Art Carver PK Thomas Instrument  Kit (Wax Carver) - 5 Pieces  #52245 -- U... US$ 70.56 +Info

105068 BEGO - Art Carver PK Thomas Instrument #3 (Wax Carver)- Blue - each (B# 52247 ) ... US$ 22.00 +Info

105070 BEGO - Art Carver PK Thomas Instrument #5 (Wax Carver)- Silver - each (B# 52250 ... US$ 22.00 +Info

400103 BEGO - Art Carver PK Thomas Instrument #1 (Wax Carver) - Yellow - each (B# 52246 ) US$ 22.00 +Info

 CARVERS - KEYSTONE
CARVERS - KEYSTONE

These Carvers are ideal for carving margins and
interproximal areas on wax bridges. 
They come in a variety of sizes and styles.

Available Sizes and Styles: Baltimore Spatula #7.5,
Ward #1 Carver, Gritman Spatula #31, Cement
Spatulas #24, Wax Spatula #7, Vehe Carver, LeCron
Inlay Carver #5, Modified Roach Carver, Roach Carver,
Hollenback #3, Hollenback #3S.

Code Name Price +
034-1220010 KEYSTONE - 883 Akers Complete K# 1220010 883 espatula akers completa US$ 12.36 +Info

034-1780040 KEYSTONE - #7 Beale Wax Spatulas K# 1780040 espatula de cera Beale US$ 8.96 +Info

034-1220110 KEYSTONE - 879 Ward K# 1220110 879 espatula ward #1 US$ 8.25 +Info

034-1220100 KEYSTONE - 876 Vehe Wax Carver De luxe K# 1220100 876 esptula vehe US$ 9.34 +Info

034-1220090 KEYSTONE - 881 Roach K# 1220090 881 espatula roach US$ 8.25 +Info

034-1220080 KEYSTONE - 878 Roach - Modified K# 1220080 878 esptaula roach modificada US$ 8.25 +Info

034-1220070 KEYSTONE - #877 Inlay Carver Lecron K# 1220070 887 Espatula Lecron US$ 8.25 +Info

034-1220060 KEYSTONE - 882A Wax Carver Hollenback #3 S K# 1220060 882a espatula hollemback #... US$ 8.25 +Info

ECCO - 114008 #31 WAX SPATULA
ECCO - #31 Wax Spatula - # 54-645 54-645 #31 espatula de ceraECCO - Double Sided Wax
Carver & Spatula
Wax instruments
# 114008 - Mfg # 54-645 

 

Features:
This item is for mixing materials and general laboratory use.
The WAX Carver is used for the shaping of wax using tools usually associated with
machining: rotary tools, saws, files and burins or gravers.

US$ 5.22
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The SPATULA is a small implement with a broad, flat, flexible blade used to mix, spread and lift materials giving
you the most efficiency in one Instrument

ARTLINE WAX UP INSTRUMENTS - Y
ETI

ARTLINE

Code Name Price +
417162 YETI - ARTLINE sculpturing instruments SET in wooden case # 850-0000 US$ 124.64 +Info

417163 YETI - ARTLINE For You - Map- black- empty # 850-0200 US$ 38.46 +Info

417164 YETI - ARTLINE sculpturing instrument- red Carving sharp - round # 850-1000 US$ 38.84 +Info

417165 YETI - ARTLINE Sculpturing instrument- silver modellig medium/large # 850-2000 US$ 38.84 +Info

417166 YETI - ARTLINE sculpturing instrument- gold Modellig extra fein and fine # 850-3000 US$ 38.84 +Info

ARTLINE N.A.T

Code Name Price +
417171 YETI - ARTLINE N.A.T. instrument red Universal knife Fissure former # 850-5001 US$ 33.12 +Info

417172 YETI - ARTLINE N.A.T. instrument  green Cervical waxer Corkscrew fine # 850-5002 US$ 33.12 +Info

417173 YETI - ARTLINE N.A.T. instrument yellow Moulding former/Spear shaped # 850-5003 US$ 33.12 +Info

417174 YETI - ARTLINE N.A.T. instrument  blue Base former/Corkscrew medium # 850-5004 US$ 33.12 +Info

ARTLINE PLUS

Code Name Price +
417167 YETI - ARTLINE PLUS sculpturing instrument red - Hollenback vertical/Hollenback ... US$ 26.22 +Info

417168 YETI - ARTLINE PLUS instrument  green-Modelling tip thin/thick  # 850-4002 US$ 26.22 +Info

417169 YETI - ARTLINE PLUS instrument yellow Universal moulder Spear shaped # 850-4003 US$ 26.22 +Info

417170 YETI - ARTLINE PLUS instrument blue Wax knife large /Wax scraper large # 850-4004 US$ 26.22 +Info
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ECCO - 100595 Ceramist Waxer Kit 12 pcs
ECCO - Carver Waxer Kit 12 pcs - 8 interchangable tips &
4 handlers - Stainless steal - Leather case - Made in USA
ECCO - Carver Waxer Kit
Wax Instruments
# 100595

 

Feature:
* Instruments Laboratory.
* With Leather case.

Quantity: 12 pcs
* 8 interchangable tips
* 4 handlers

Material: Stainless steel

Made in Usa

US$ 33.63

ECCO - 114007 FAHNENSTOCK 5IN CARVER KNIFE
ECCO - c5in Wax Carver Knife w/wood handle - #54-643  #54-643 cuchillo 5
pulgadas mango de maderaECCO - c5in Wax Carver Knife
Wax instruments
#114007 - Mfg # 54-643

 

Features:
* Knife 5 inch wooden handle

US$ 7.25
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P.K THOMAS WAXING INSTRUMENT
S - AMERICAN EAGLE
P.K THOMAS WAXING INSTRUMENTS - AMERICAN
EAGLE

Ideal for waxing procedures and techniques

Maintenance Tip: Caution: Do not expose Instruments
to temperatures in excess of 350F/176.6C. Repeated
heating to extreme temperatures and co

Code Name Price +
119530 AMERICAN EAGLE - Waxing pkt 1 - # AEWPKT1 [ instruments ] US$ 30.55 +Info

119531 AMERICAN EAGLE - Waxing pkt 2 - # AEWPKT2 [ instruments ] US$ 30.55 +Info

119532 AMERICAN EAGLE - Waxing pkt 3 - # AEWPKT3 [ instruments ] US$ 32.07 +Info

119533 AMERICAN EAGLE - Wax spatula 7 (sm perio) - # AEWS7 [ instruments ] US$ 34.27 +Info

ADS - 118395 Spatula sampling 6 per pkg.
ADS DENTAL - Spatula sampling 6 per pkg. - # P 201-3ADS - Spatula Sampling 
Wax Instruments
# 118395 - Mfg # P201-3

 

Quantity: 6 per pack

 

US DENTAL DEPOT is an authorized American Dental Supply dealer in US

US$ 16.17

WAX CARVERS - ECCO
WAX CARVERS - ECCO

Code Name Price +
101112 WAX CARVER HOLLENBACK #3 US$ 3.10 +Info

101113 Roach Carver US$ 6.46 +Info
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101114 WAX CARVER WARD #1 US$ 3.10 +Info

101115 Modified Roach US$ 6.46 +Info

101116 INLAY CARVER LECRON US$ 3.10 +Info

101117 Vehe Carver US$ 6.46 +Info

TI WAXER CARVING INSTRUMENT - MPF B
rush Co
TI WAXER CARVING INSTRUMENT - MPF Brush Co

*   Have a carving tools
*   Each carving tool has 2 sides
*   Its 7 1/8" long and made of carbon fibr
*   The product won't rust ever
*   Its unique design are perfect for those hard projects
*   This products are very affordable
*   You won't scrape wax, instead you will carve it
*   This is a high quality product, designed to last for ever
*   It comes in a protective plastic box.

#UsddMpf

 TI WAXER CARVING INSTRUMENTS

Code Name Price +
116574 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Carving Instrument Kit (3) Mfg.# 119-2000 1192000 - #USD... US$ 195.00 +Info

116565 MPF BRUSH co - Ti Waxer Carving Instrument- Spoon / Fine Dropper- Red Mfg.# 119-... US$ 67.09 +Info

116566 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Carving Instrument- Large Lecron / Angled Spade- Blue Mf... US$ 67.09 +Info

116567 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Carving Instrument- Small Lecron / Large Dropper- Purple... US$ 67.09 +Info

REPLACEMENT TIPS

Code Name Price +
116568 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Spoon Mfg.# 119-1001 1191001 - #USDDMP... US$ 25.75 +Info

116571 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Angled Spade Mfg.# 119-1004 1191004 - ... US$ 25.75 +Info

116569 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Small Fine Dropper Mfg.# 119-1002 1191... US$ 25.75 +Info

116573 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Large Dropper Mfg.# 119-1006 1191006 -... US$ 25.75 +Info

116570 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Large LeCron Mfg.# 119-1003 1191003 - ... US$ 25.75 +Info

116572 MPF BRUSH co - TI Waxer Replacement Tips- Small LeCron Mfg.# 119-1005 1191005 - ... US$ 25.75 +Info

SMILE LINE - 123580 Wax Instrument Set
SMILE LINE - Wax instrument set - 14060SMILE LINE - Waxintrument Set
# 123580 - Mfg # 14060

US$ 433.49
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Features:
I create... we create. These few words have a very simple ambition: to invite you, just for a few moments, to stop
rushing, to release pressure and to make silence around you for giving them all their dimension: I create!

The sets INSTRUMENT by Smile Line represent the ultimate, the top in matter of instruments and tools for the
dental technician. They have been thought and conceived to the attention of persons passioned by their work
and its creative aspect - for you.

Maybe just one advice: don't forget your personal instruments set on a table: it may have disappeared at your
return!

By clicking here below, you'll have a view of the details of the sets.

Composition: 4000-A-B-CS, 4000-A-B-D, 4000-A-E-F, 4000-A-G-H, 4000-A-I-J, 4000-A-S-T

ECCO - 114009 WAX SPATULA BEALE  #7A
ECCO - Wax Spatula Beale #7a ( with one flat side ) 54-648 #7 Espatula de cera
BEALE -1 lado planoECCO - Wax Spatula Beale #7a
Wax instruments
# 114009 - Mfg # 54-648

 

Features:
* Beale wax spatula -1 Flat side director of Image

US$ 5.22

YETI - 416937 Wax Up Instrument #1 Silver
YETI - ARTLINE JOCHEN PETERS instrument no.1- silver - # 850-6001YETI - ARTLINE
JOCHEN PETERS Wax Up instrument #1 Silver
Instruments Wax
# 416937  Mfg # 850-6001

Features:
Modelling instruments are important professional tools for each dental technician.

That is why it was our concern to design solid and practical instruments for everyday
use in cooperation with Jochen Peters. Jochen Peters who is in contact with many
dental technicians on a nearly daily basis knows their necessities better than anyone
else.

The result are temperature-isolated and non-slippery instruments which are fabricated
as one piece from high-quality stainless steel. The instruments adhere magnetically to
our Vario holder and therefore are constantly protected and kept professionally.

US$ 28.20
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The set of Jochen Peters instruments consists of modelling instrument and scrape instrument, both are as usual
high-quality products made in Germany.

Color: Silver

Quantity: 1

YETI - 416938 Wax up Instruments #2 Silver 
YETI - ARTLINE JOCHEN PETERS wax up instrument no.2- silver - # 850-6002YETI -

ARTLINE JOCHEN PETERS Wax Up instrument #2
Instruments Wax
# 416938  Mfg # 850-6002

Features:
Modelling instruments are important professional tools for each dental technician.

That is why it was our concern to design solid and practical instruments for everyday
use in cooperation with Jochen Peters. Jochen Peters who is in contact with many
dental technicians on a nearly daily basis knows their necessities better than anyone
else.

The result are temperature-isolated and non-slippery instruments which are fabricated
as one piece from high-quality stainless steel. The instruments adhere magnetically to
our Vario holder and therefore are constantly protected and kept professionally.

The set of Jochen Peters instruments consists of modelling instrument and scrape
instrument, both are as usual high-quality products made in Germany.

size: Silver #2

Quantity: 1

US$ 22.88
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